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Creating Recipes using Machine Learning and
Computational Creativity

Henrique Carlos

Abstract—The area of computational creativity focuses on
automating tasks linked to creative thinking. Our work focuses
on this area, more precisely in the area of culinary. There are
some works done in the field of computational creativity applied
to culinary, but we believe that there are many improvements to
be made in these systems and new ways to be explored.

In this paper we present a system that is capable of creating
creative recipes for cakes. Our system begins by creating a
combination of ingredients from a previously categorized list of
ingredients. This creation is done through a genetic algorithm
that uses a metric that tries to balance the flavor and the novelty
of each combination. Both the flavor assessment and the eternal
structure used to generate the combinations are based on culinary
knowledge drawn from various experts. After obtaining the final
combination of ingredients, a preparation is calculated. This
preparation is a fixed preparation, chosen from a list of three
possible preparations, the final preparation is only adjusted for
the ingredients which are in the combination. Finally, a quantity
is generated for each of the ingredients using learning based on
a data set of recipes.

We have done three different types of evaluation, in all of them
we evaluate the creativity of the various recipes and compare
them with real world recipes and randomly generated recipes.
All of them have shown that our recipes have achieved excellent
results in terms of originality and satisfactory results in terms
of flavor.

Index Terms—Creativity, Cake recipes, Genetic Algorithm,
Expert Knowledge, Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the most common use cases for Artificial Intelli-
gence is in aiding humans on their tasks. Computational

Creativity is no different but instead focus on tasks that require
creativity, trying to emulate it. Several work has been done
in the area, where creative artifacts are generated, either in
culinary, art or music [1]. Our work is inserted in the culinary
field, helping in the task of choosing what to cook by creating
a system able to generate creative recipes.

To achieve a creative recipe we must first state what is a
creative recipe. Many theories have appeared over the years
trying to explain what is creativity and what is a creative
artifact [2], [3]. Although there are points where the various
theories do not agree, there is something that essentially
all agree: that an artifact to be creative must be novel and
valuable. Taking this into consideration we define a creative
recipe as the following:

A creative recipe is a recipe that is somehow original
(novel) and at the same time flavorful (valuable).

Our objective is to build a system that is capable of
generating recipes that have all the key parts (ingredients,

preparation and quantities), that are easy to prepare but at the
same time tasty and original.

In this paper, we present a system that fulfills all these
characteristics and that is capable of being used by anyone,
not just by culinary chefs. Considering the complexity of the
culinary domain we had to restrict our focus to one of its
sub-domains: cake recipes.

In section II we discuss some work done in the field related
to our system, in III we describe the choices made to develop
our system, with focus on the five modules used, each having
a separate subsection. We then show how did we evaluate our
system and the results obtained, in section IV. Finally, we
end the document with a conclusion and reference to possible
future work, in sections V and IV, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Our system is not the first system of the kind, several exam-
ples have appeared over the years where creative recipes are
generated by computational systems. The first system created
was called PIERRE, its focus was on creating crockpot recipes,
like stews and chilies. It worked by using a genetic algorithm
to generate recipes and a classifier to help to choose the best
ones. The classifier was built using a Supervised Learning (SL)
approach to learning how the rating of online recipes correlates
to their respective ingredients. Similar approaches were used in
other systems [4], but as stated in [5], the knowledge learned
by the recipe rating SL approach is vague. They also show
that a creation of a flavor profile and having a flavor oriented
approach is better.

The chef Heston Blumenthal proposed a theory called
Food Pairing Hypothesis (FPH) that helps to create recipes
based on their flavor, stating that ingredients that share flavor
compounds should combine well together[6]. The work done
in [7] show us that not every recipe follows the FPH, however
if we follow it, the result will be flavorful.

Some systems have generated recipes based on this theory,
like the one presented on [8]. They generate a set of recipes
based on input (type of dish, cuisine and some initial ingre-
dients) from a user and choose the best recipe according to a
flavor profile based on the FPH. A more recent system [9] uses
a similar approach where the Regent-Dependent Creativity
(RDC) [10] is applied to the culinary world as a fitness
function of a genetic algorithm used to generate recipes. This
metric has the FPH as the base theory to evaluate how flavorful
a recipe is.

Although these two systems use the FPH and generate
recipes with great flavor, they are not flawless. The first one
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generates very complex recipes, that are very difficult or time-
consuming to execute. The second system only creates partial
recipes, where the recipes are constituted exclusively by the
ingredients list. We consider that key parts of a recipe have
been left out, such as recipe preparation or the quantity of
each ingredient.

III. SYSTEM

The system we present in this paper is capable of creating
complete cake recipes having an ingredients list, respective
quantities and the preparation. We considered that a cake is
made of two main components: a dough and a filling. This
helps to prove our concept without increasing the complexity
unnecessarily and will create cake recipes that are simpler to
execute.

Fig. 1. Architecture of our system

To achieve the recipes described, we designed the system
architecture using 5 main modules: data set, generator, selec-
tor, preparator and quantificator (see Fig 1).

A. Data Set

Our data set has information about 3629 cake recipes that
we extracted from the AllRecipes1 site and extracted the
information about their ingredients and respective quantities.
We also used these recipes to extract a metric based on the
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) [11] of each ingredient.
This metric tells us how frequent an ingredient is in the
cake recipes data set (rarity) and it will be used by the
selector module to evaluate the novelty of a recipe. To evaluate
the value of a recipe we use a metric based on the FPH,
therefore we extracted a database of flavor compounds of 936
ingredients, from flavorDB2. To generate a recipe we have
classified by hand 135 ingredients, from the database, that
we deem possible to combine and produce a cake. These
ingredients are divided into 9 categories that we will discuss
later in further detail.

B. Generator

Our Generator is the module responsible to generate cake
recipes. It works by using a genetic algorithm that has the
selector module as a fitness function. This algorithm starts with
an initial population of 40 random generated recipes, which
will evolve over 20 generations. To achieve this process of
evolution, with each generation the initial recipes are submit-
ted, in pairs, to a mechanism of crossover, thus generating

1allrecipes.com
2http://cosylab.iiitd.edu.in/flavordb/

a new recipe that is added to the existing population. Each
recipe has a probability of 10% of suffering a mutation. Both
the original recipe as well as the recipe resulting from the
mutation are kept in the population.

Using this extended population, we now evaluate each
recipe using the selector module, assigning them a fitness
value. Based on this fitness value, the top 10 recipes are chosen
for the next generation. Of the remaining population, a further
20 recipes are chosen, with each recipe having a probability
of being chosen proportional to its fitness. Finally, we add to
the new generation 5 new random generated recipes. When we
have reached the 20 generations, the best recipe accordingly
to the fitness value is chosen as the final recipe.

At this point the recipes that we are generating are not
complete recipes, they are just a list of ingredients. However,
to make a cake, we can’t use any list of ingredients. We
have to use a very specific type of ingredients [12] . Having
this information in consideration as well as the hierarchical
representation of a recipe shown in [13], we represent a recipe
as shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Recipe representation

We considered that a cake is made of two main components,
a dough and a filling, therefore when we generate random cake
recipe we have to generate a dough and a filling. The dough
is made of four fixed components: eggs, flours, sweeteners,
fats and an optional one: flavors. The fats component is sub-
divided into other three sub-components plastic-fats, oil-fats
and fruit-purees. We also divided the flavors into three sub-
components: beverages, dairy and spices. To generate a dough
we choose the ingredients randomly as follows:
Eggs 1 ingredient
Flours 1 to 2 ingredients
Sweeteners 1 ingredient
Fats 1 ingredient
Flavors 0 to 3 ingredients

To generate a filling we choose ingredients from two
categories: base and flavor. The base is a fixed sub-list of
ingredients that make one of the following well-known fillings:
• Butter cream
• Pastry cream
• Fruit jam
• Cream cheese filling
• Ganache
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• Sweet egg cream
The flavors is the same category as the one on the dough,
however, we only choose one ingredient and is not optional.

Having this representation in mind, when the crossover
mechanism is applied to two recipes, what occurs is that one
category is chosen randomly (e.g. eggs) and the ingredients
that constitute that category are switched between the recipes.
However, in the case of the filling, the entire filling is switched.

For the mutation mechanism, when it is applied to a recipe,
an ingredient from that recipe is chosen randomly and is
changed by another random ingredient from the same sub-
category. The ingredients from the base in the filling category
cannot be chosen for mutation.

C. Selector
The Selector module is used as a fitness function in the

genetic algorithm, by evaluating a recipe accordingly to its
creativity. To evaluate how creative a recipe is, we use the
RDC metric [10] that has shown good results in the culinary
world [9] and is along our definition of creativity.

The RDC metric combines an evaluation of booth value (fla-
vor) and novelty (originality) of a recipe using the following
formula:

rdc(r) = n(r) + v(r) + p[n(r), v(r)] (1)

Where r is the recipe generated, n(r) and v(r) are the
novelty and value associated respectively. The p[n(r),v(r)] is a
penalizing function (equation 2), to ensure that the recipes that
have high values on novelty and low values on value, or vice-
versa, are not given a good score. The greater the difference,
lower the creativity.

p[n(r), v(r)] = s(1− ekd) (2)

Where s is the sum of n(r) and v(r), and d is the absolute
difference between n(r) and v(r). k is an adjustable value, the
higher its value, the greater the penalty.

To calculate the value score we use the same method as the
one on [9] where the synergy sets are used. A synergy set is
a recipe representation consisting of a weighted graph where
the nodes represent the ingredients and the weight of each
arc represents the number shared flavor compounds between
the two ingredients. In figure 3 we can see an example of
a synergy set of a recipe from [9]. The recipe is made by
four ingredients connected by five arcs each with its respective
weight. In this case, the arc that connects guava with pork has
a weight of 44 meaning that they have 44 flavor compounds
in common, which is a good indication that they will combine
well together.

Using the synergy set we can calculate the value with the
following formula:

v(r) =
1

2
KC(Gr) +

1

2
ρ(Gr) (3)

where r is the recipe being evaluated, KC is the Krackhardts
connectedness [14] and ρ is the density [15].

To calculate the novelty score we used a different approach
than the one on [9]. We used a metric based on the IDF metric,

Fig. 3. example of a synergy set [9]

that measures the document rarity in a corpora. In our case we
consider a document as being an ingredient and the corpora
as being our data set of recipes. The rarity of an ingredient
is important to measure the originality of a recipe, since we
believe that a recipe made of rare ingredients is more original
than one made of common ingredients. We measure the rarity
of an ingredient using the following formula:

rarity(i) = 1− ni
N

(4)

where i is the ingredient being evaluated, ni is the number
of recipes where the ingredient occurs and N is the number
of total recipes in the data set.

Using this rarity notion we can now calculate the novelty
of a given recipe, with the following formula:

n(r) =

∑
i∈r rarity(i)

Ir
(5)

where r is the recipe and i an ingredient, n is the novelty
and Ir the number of Ingredients in recipe r.

D. Preparator

As we mentioned, in this stage the recipe is only a list of
ingredients, the preparation and quantities are still missing. In
order to create a preparation we used the preparator module.
It operates on the final recipe chose by the selector.

Just as we can not take any ingredient list to make a cake,
the same is true for the preparation method: not all methods
are suitable to produce a cake. Therefore we took a simple
approach to this task.

For the dough we selected 3 types of techniques that are
suitable for our ingredients: muffin method, creaming method
and sponge method [12].

When the preparator analyzes the ingredients provided,
one of the 3 possible techniques is randomly selected and
applied to the recipe. These techniques are well defined and
are not mutable, we simply took their several steps and apply
them to the ingredients provided.

In table I we can see which steps constitute each technique
and to what kind of ingredients do they apply.
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Technique Steps

Muffin

◦ Shortening and sugar creamed
◦ Eggs added
◦ then liquids (if any) added al-

ternately with sifted dry ingre-
dients at low speed

Creaming

◦ Sifted dry ingredients stirred
or blended on low speed

◦ Liquid fat and other liquid in-
gredients added in one stage
and lightly blended just until
moistened

Sponge

◦ whole eggs (or yolks) and
sugar whipped until very light

◦ liquids added
◦ sifted dry ingredients gently

folded in
◦ followed by melted butter (if

any) or whipped whites (if
separated)

TABLE I
PREPARATION STEPS FROM [12]

Finally for the filling all the bases have a very strict and
fixed preparation, therefore we simply add the steps associated
with every base to our preparation.

E. Quantificator

The quantificator is the module responsible to assign a
quantity to each ingredient of our final recipe. The work done
in [13] is very promising, though is not perfect. The final
quantities that they display are sometimes oddly specific, like
”0.22 glove - garlic”, which is not that useful or meaningful
to the overall flavor. We decide to use an approach based on
their solution but correcting these odd quantities.

We trained two Multi-Layer Perceptron Regressors (ML-
PRs) on two different levels of recipe representation. The first
MLPR is trained using an individual ingredient representation,
where a recipe is represented as an array of zeros and ones.
Each entry of the array is assigned to an ingredient and
its value is one if the ingredient is present on the recipe,
otherwise it’s zero. The second MLPR is trained using a
category representation, where a recipe is also represented as
an array of zeros and ones, but in this case each entry of the
array is assigned to one of the ingredients categories that we
use (e.g. flour, dairy, etc.). If the category is present the entry
is set to one, otherwise is zero.

To be able to train these MLPRs we automatically processed
the recipes in our data set so that the quantities were expressed
in percentage rather than absolute terms (e.g 20% of flour
instead of 200g in a 1kg cake).

As we mentioned our cakes have two main components: a
dough and a filling. Since we create the fillings using a set of
fixed bases we had to approach the filling quantities separately
from the dough quantities. In the case of the fillings each base

has default quantities set, therefore we only need to calculate
the quantities of the flavor category ingredient. To do so, we
use the MLPR trained on individual ingredients to analyze the
recipe as a whole and assigning a quantity to that ingredient.

As the quantities are expressed as a percentage, we must
change them to absolute quantities to ease the interpretation.
We change every quantity to grams, except the eggs that we
change to whole eggs. To prevent that we end up with odd
quantities we round every quantity to the nearest number that
is divisible by 5 (e.g 163g are round to 165g).

For the dough we use the MLPR trained on the categories.
In this case we usually only have one ingredient per category
which means that we simply use the value from the MLPR.
In the cases that we have two ingredients per category we use
the values from the individual ingredients MLPR to divide
the quantity of the category by the respective ingredients. For
example if the flour category has two ingredients: wheat flour
and rye flour, and a quantity of 20% according to one of the
MLPRs, then we will look at the other MLPR and find the
quantities for the wheat and rye flour and divide the flour
category proportionally. As we do in the filling, we will change
the quantities back to absolute terms using the same method
described above.

IV. EVALUATION

Having our system completed and capable of creating cake
recipes, we need to evaluate how good it is. If our objective
is to create creative recipes, it is only natural to evaluate our
system according to the creativity of the recipes that it creates.

To assess the creativity of a recipe, we decided to use three
different types of tests, one using the RDC metric, the second
asking an expert (pastry chef) to evaluate a recipe, and finally
having someone trying and tasting a fully cooked recipe.

Having these tests in consideration we decided to not only
evaluate our recipes, but also a set of recipes from the real
world, and a set of recipes generated by randomly choosing
its ingredients. Therefore we create a set of nine recipes, where
three are from our system, three from the real world and three
generated randomly. All of the nine recipes are submitted to
the three different kinds of tests. To better distinguish all the
nine recipes, we called C1, C2 and C3 to the recipes of our
system. H1,H2 and H3 for the recipes from the real world,
and R1, R2, and R3 for the recipes randomly generated.

A. RDC

The first kind of test is the one using the RDC. This test
is purely computational, where the combination of ingredients
of all the nine recipes are evaluated by our selector module
using the RDC metric.

C1 C2 C3 H1 H2 H3 R1 R2 R3
1.43 1.39 1.40 1.08 1.12 0.77 1.1 1.22 1.05

TABLE II
RDC METRIC OF THE 9 RECIPES TESTED
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In table II we can see the results of the test. The recipe with
the higher value, thus higher creativity is the C1, one of the
recipes of our system. The recipe that was ranked the lowest
was one from the real world, H3. Also if we look closely,
we can see that all the recipes from our system were ranked
higher than any other recipe. This is a very good indication,
showing that according to this metric, we got the most creative
recipes.

Although this is a good result, this metric only evaluates
how good our combination is. It is true, that in our system the
creativity is mostly on the combination, but the other parts
of the recipe have an influence on the overall creativity of
a recipe. Therefore we must analyze the other tests before
drawing any conclusion.

B. Expert

The second kind of test that we conducted was the one
using an expert. We asked a pastry chef3 to evaluate the nine
recipes, according to two metrics: flavor and originality.

This evaluation is just a theoretical evaluation where the
chef looks at the recipe, and after reading it, evaluates from
zero to five the originality and flavor of the recipe.

The chef did not know that the recipes were from three
different sources, we told her that all the 9 recipes were from
our system.

0C1

3C2

1C3

4H1

4H2

2H3

4R1

2R2

2R3

0 1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 4. Expert flavor evaluation

In figure 4 we can see the results obtained from the
evaluation for the flavor metric. As shown on the chart the
best recipe (C2) did not even match the best recipes from the
real world, or the ones randomly generated. Also the two worst
recipes flavor wise are from our system.

As expected the real world recipes did have a very good
value in terms of flavor, since they are recipes that have been

3Chef Cristina Ferreira from Hoteis Real

perfected through generations. The random recipes, produced
mix results, thus not being conclusive.

The flavor is just a part of how we access the creativity of
a recipe, we must look at the originality as well.

5C1

3C2

4C3

2H1

2H2

0H3

5R1

2R2

3R3

0 1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 5. Expert originality evaluation

In figure 5 we can see the results from the originality
evaluation. The results for the recipes from our system are
much better, in the top 3 best recipes, two are from our system,
and comparing to the real world recipes we got almost always
the double of the originality.

The randomly generated recipes once again showing mixed
results, which are expected, since they are random. However
it is important to look at the random recipes, to understand if
the process we use to create recipes are worth the cost or a
random generation can get equal results.

Since the creativity of a recipe is a mix of flavor and
originality we decided to get a better overall perception we
must look at the sum of flavor and originality. Using this notion
our recipe got results equivalent to the real world recipes, the
C2 recipes got six out of ten, the same as H1 and H2, thus
showing we can produce recipe as creative as the ones from
the real world.

With the results of this test and the one before (RDC) we
can state that our system is capable of creating creative recipes.
However, we must see if the system is ready to be used at the
real world.

C. Real World

The final kind of test that we used is the real world test.
In this test we cooked the nine recipes and conducted a blind
test with 36 participants. Each participant tried at least one
cake of each type, without even knowing that there were
different types of cake, or that some cakes were generated
by a computational system.

We asked each of the participants to evaluate the flavor,
originality and texture of each cake, from zero to five. As this
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test uses fully cooked recipes, we can see if the results showed
before still hold and if it is ready for a real world application.

All the charts and values shown on this subsection are the
average of the 36 responses we got for each metric.

2.94C1

3.53C2

2.81C3

4.33H1

4.44H2

3.97H3

2.36R1

2.77R2

3.25R3

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Fig. 6. Real world case flavor evaluation

In figure 6 we can see the results for the flavor evaluation.
If we look at the difference in terms of flavor between the
recipes of our system and the ones from the real world, we
can observe that our recipe are quite not as tasty, but if we
compare with the previous test, the difference it is not so large
as it seemed to be.

Comparing to the random recipes, we got an overall better
flavor, which might indicate that creating random recipes it is
not enough to be creative.

3.56C1

3.61C2

2.97C3

2.77H1

3.22H2

3.3H3

3.47R1

3.8R2

3.27R3

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Fig. 7. Real world case Originality evaluation

As we stated before, it is important to look at the originality
with the same importance as the one we look at the flavor. In
figure 7 we can see the results for the originality evaluation.

The results obtained match the ones on the previous test,
where our recipes got better values in terms of originality than
the ones from the real world. However the results comparing
with the random recipes are not much better.

Originality Flavor
C1 0,88 1,36
C2 0,64 0,83
C3 0,83 1,13
H1 0,92 0,6
H2 0,92 0,48
H3 0,79 0,66
R1 0,88 1,49
R2 1,02 1,09
R3 1,01 0,82

TABLE III
VARIANCE OF ORIGINALITY AND FLAVOR

It is also important to look at the variance from these results.
Looking at table III, we can see that the recipes from the real
world got the most consensual results in terms of flavor, and
the recipes from our system the most consensual results in
terms of originality. Therefore our interpretation of the results
is supported by these values.

Looking at the variance of the randomly generated recipe
we can see that the results are not as consistent as the other
recipes, thus showing that using a random generation approach
might be not ideal if consistency is desired.

Finnaly, we must look at the originality and flavor combined
to get a better representation of the creativity of each cake. If
we do this exercise for the recipe C2 we can see that it has a
similar creativity as the real world recipes, however the other
two recipes from our system are a little behind. Looking at the
random recipes we see that the R1 recipe got a total of 5.80
out of ten which is a barely positive result. Therefore using a
random generation is not a sustainable method of creating a
creative recipe.

Having this all in consideration, as well as the previous test
we can say clearly that our recipes are indeed creative. At
least as creative as the ones from the real world. However,
they seem to get a little behind in terms of flavor.

Although the texture of each cake is not used directly in
our definition of a creative recipe, it can alter the perception
of flavor, therefore it has an indirect impact on creativity. Since
our recipes got a little behind in terms of flavor, we must look
at the texture and see what can we infer from the results.

In figure 8 we can see the results of the texture evaluation.
It is clear that the real world recipes have a much better
texture than the ones from our system or even the random
generated recipes. If we look carefully to the results of the
flavor evaluation and the texture evaluation in the recipes from
our system, we can see a tendency. The better the texture
the better the flavor, and worse the texture worse the flavor.
Between the recipes of our system, the recipe C2 has the best
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Fig. 8. Real world case texture evaluation

flavor and texture, and the recipe C3 has the worst flavor and
texture. Therefore we believe that the difference in terms of
flavor shown on the recipes from our system comparing to the
recipes from the real world, is due to the lack of better texture.

Before drawing the final conclusion we must see if the
differences discussed above are significant or not. To do so
we decide to group our recipes in three groups, group A being
C1, H1, and R1, group B being C2, H2, and R3, and group
C being C3, H3, and R3. Each group corresponds to one of
the three days of this evaluation, where the recipes of each
group are the ones evaluated on the respective day. We do it
in this way since in each day the 36 participants only tried the
recipes from one group.

To test the significance of the difference of the mean, we
will test the recipes in pairs, and will formulate the same
hypothesis for all the pairs:

◦ H0 : The difference is zero
◦ H1 : The difference is different than zero
We want to see if the hypothesis H0 is valid or can be

rejected, with a confidence of 95%, thus α = 0.05. We com-
puted the value of the p-value, for each of the pairs considered,
for the three metrics (flavor, texture, and originality). If the p-
value < α, then we can reject the H0 and conclude that the
difference is significant and is due two our system, otherwise,
we have to consider the hypothesis valid and assume that the
difference observed is not derived from our system.

Since we have a sample greater than 30 (we have 36
participants), by the Central Limit Theorem, we can assume
that the means of the results follows a normal distribution, thus
to measure the p-value we measured the probability associated
with a student’s paired t-Test, with a two-tailed distribution.

In table IV we can see the results of the p-value for each pair
and respective metrics. We can see that for the most cases, the
p-value is indeed lower than α, thus rejecting the hypothesis
H0 and showing that the difference is significant. However,

Flavor Texture Originality
C1 - H1 9,25523E-07 1,51976E-07 0,001098054
C1 - R1 0,027195744 0,965189568 0,637603039
H1 - R1 1,47666E-12 1,92213E-06 0,002201496
C2 - H2 2,54488E-05 0,001017182 0,482812629
C2 - R2 0,004948833 0,883950796 0,361136312
H2 - R2 4,72168E-11 0,00366774 0,006300004
C3 - H3 2,72988E-06 4,31664E-09 0,096525679
C3 - R3 0,043793158 0,005410893 0,168993334
H3 - R3 0,000838226 4,6259E-07 0,903340504

TABLE IV
P-VALUE FOR EACH PAIR CONSIDERED

there are some cases where we can not reject the hypothesis
H0: C1-R1, C2-R2 for texture and originality, and C2-H2, C3-
R3, H3-R3 and C3-H3 for originality, thus assuming that the
difference observed is due to external factors.

Having this results in consideration we still have enough
data where the difference is significant, therefore being able
to draw meaningful conclusions. If we look at the flavor
metric, all the pairs show a significant difference. On the other
hand, most of the pairs comparing the difference between the
recipes from our system and the randomly generated ones in
terms of originality, show that the difference is not significant.
However, directly comparing the recipes from our system with
the recipes randomly generated, does not have a significant
usefulness. To support our claims is more relevant comparing
the difference between the recipes from our system and the
real-world recipes, and the difference between the randomly
generated and the real-world recipes. Since the real-world
recipes are the control subject in our evaluation, not the other
recipes.

V. CONCLUSION

Our work showed that we could build a system capable
of generating creative recipes, applying the RDC metric, and
producing recipes with ingredients, quantities and preparation.

The metric that we presented for evaluating the novelty
(originality) of each combination showed good results. Our
recipes were the most original recipes. We also showed that
for the cake domain, using a random generation of ingredients
is not enough to be creative in a consistent way.

VI. FUTURE WORK

As any work, our system has much room to improve. The
results showed that the flavor of our recipes could be much
higher. Therefore a better approach where the flavor of the
recipe is prioritized could get better results.

We also saw that the texture of the cake could be the
biggest cause of the lack of better flavor, therefore a mandatory
inclusion of a mix of wheat flavor and a leavening agent
in every recipe could help achieve a better texture. We also
believe that the quantities of each ingredient might be adjusted
to produce a better flavor.

Our system would also benefit from a graphical interface
where some ingredients could be chosen to create a cake.
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